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Long-Term Depression of the Cerebellar
Climbing Fiber±Purkinje Neuron Synapse
unconditioned stimuli to the Purkinje neuron are orga-
nized in very different ways. Initially, each Purkinje neu-
ron is innervated by several CFs. However, during the
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first 3 weeks of postnatal life in the rat, an activity-Baltimore, Maryland 21205
dependent refinement occurs such that each Purkinje²Department of Anatomy
neuron receives a single CF (CreÂ pel et al., 1976; LohofErasmus University Rotterdam
et al., 1996), which is nonetheless extremely powerful,3000 DR, Rotterdam
as it comprises z1500 release sites (Strata and Rossi,The Netherlands
1998). Activation of the CF leads to a stereotyped mem-
brane response in the Purkinje neuron, which has an
all-or-none character (Eccles et al., 1966). These so-
Summary called ªcomplex spikesº result from an AMPA receptor±
mediated depolarization, thereby initiating Na1 action
In classic Marr-Albus-Ito models of cerebellar func- potentials in the axon that spread passively into the
tion, coactivation of the climbing fiber (CF) synapse, dendritic tree (Stuart and HaÈ usser, 1994). The somatic
which provides massive, invariant excitation of Pur- Na1 spikes are followed by a series of diminishing spike-
kinje neurons (coding the unconditioned stimulus), to- lets produced mainly by dendritic Ca21 influx (LlinaÂ s and
Sugimori, 1980a, 1980b). In contrast to the CFs, parallelgether with a graded parallel fiber synaptic array (cod-
fibers, which are the axons of cerebellar granule neu-ing the conditioned stimulus) leads to long-term
rons, each make contact with many Purkinje neurons.depression (LTD) of parallel fiber±Purkinje neuron syn-
Due to the vast numbers of granule neurons, and theirapses, underlying production of a conditioned re-
divergent input to Purkinje neurons (each receivessponse. Here, we show that the supposedly invariant
z200,000 parallel fiber contacts), this synapse is theCF synapse can also express LTD. Brief 5 Hz stimula-
most abundant in the vertebrate central nervous system.tion of the CF resulted in a sustained depression of
Activation of single parallel fibers also produces depo-CF EPSCs that did not spread to neighboring parallel
larization mediated by AMPA receptors, but this depo-fiber synapses. Like parallel fiber LTD, CF LTD required
larization is typically small and thereby contributes topostsynaptic Ca21 elevation, activation of group 1
the overall rate of Na1 spiking (called ªsimple spikingº).mGluRs, and activation of PKC. CF LTD is potentially
Beginning in the 1960s, models of cerebellar networkrelevant for models of cerebellar motor control and
function have suggested that the parallel fiber±Purkinjelearning and the developmental conversion from multi-
neuron synapse might be modifiable in a use-dependentple to single CF innervation of Purkinje neurons.
fashion, and that such plasticity might underlie certain
forms of motor learning. In these models proposed by
Introduction Marr, Albus, and Ito (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Ito, 1984),
the CF functions as a ªteacher.º It fires when an ªerrorº
The cerebellum functions to modulate motor commands such as retinal slip (in vestibulo-ocular reflex adaptation)
and to integrate various forms of sensory information or an unexpected air puff (in associative eyeblink condi-
to smooth and fine-tune complex voluntary movements tioning) is detected. The repeated firing of the CF is then
and reflexes. In addition to its involvement in motor proposed to alter the strength of those parallel fiber
coordination, several lines of evidence have suggested synapses that are coactive within a certain temporal
that the cerebellum is necessary for certain forms of window. In contrast to this hypothesis, it has also been
motor learning (reviewed by Kim and Thompson, 1997). suggested that CF activity functions as a timing device
For example, both lesions and reversible inactivation of for motor coordination (reviewed by Simpson et al.,
the cerebellum have been shown to block acquisition 1996). Importantly, in all of these models, the CF is seen
as producing a massive, binary signal, the complexof associative eyeblink conditioning. Furthermore, the
spike, that does not vary with experience.firing rate of the cerebellar output neurons predicts the
In recent years, the phenomenon of cerebellar long-acquisition of the eyeblink conditioned response. Impor-
term depression (LTD) has been proposed as a cellulartantly, the cerebellum is one of a small number of loca-
mechanism that could potentially underlie the forms oftions in the mammalian brain where learning can be
motor learning as envisaged in Marr-Albus-Ito models.understood in terms of a ªwiring diagram.º For example,
In cerebellar LTD, a persistent attenuation of the parallelin eyeblink conditioning, the neutral conditioned stimu-
fiber±Purkinje neuron synapse is produced when paral-lus (CS) is conveyed via the mossy fiber/parallel fiber
lel fiber and CF inputs to a Purkinje neuron are stimulatedsystem, the unconditioned stimulus (US) is conveyed
together at low frequency (Ito et al., 1982). The require-via the climbing fiber (CF), and these signals converge
ments for LTD induction are strictly associativeÐneitheron the cerebellar Purkinje neuron.
CF stimulation alone, nor parallel fiber stimulation alone,The fiber tracts which deliver these conditioned and
nor stimulation of both in an unpaired manner is suffi-
cient to attenuate parallel fiber synaptic strength. Cere-
bellar LTD is generally understood to have three initial³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: dlinden@
jhmi.edu). requirements for induction. The CF contributes to LTD
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Figure 1. Synaptic Responses Elicited by CF
Stimulation in Purkinje Neurons
(A) Scheme of the experimental arrangement.
A Purkinje neuron receives excitatory con-
nections from a CF and from many parallel
fibers. Extracellular pipettes (Stim.) were
used to activate these two synaptic inputs.
Whole-cell recordings were performed with
a patch electrode attached to the Purkinje
neuron soma.
(B) A single test pulse applied to the CF in
current clamp mode activated a complex
spike.
(C) Superimposed traces showing CF-evoked
EPSCs in voltage clamp mode. Vhold was var-
ied from 260 mV to 140 mV in steps of 20 mV.
(D) CF EPSCs measured with Vhold 5 140 mV
and 240 mV were scaled to the same ampli-
tude after the trace taken at 140 mV was
inverted to allow for comparison of kinetics.
(E) An input±output relation shows synaptic
current amplitude evoked by systematically
varying stimulus strength. Each plot symbol
represents a separate Purkinje neuron. Rep-
resentative traces from a single cell consist
of two subthreshold and two suprathreshold
stimuli. The recordings in (B) and (E) (right)
utilized cerebellar slices from rats at age P21,
while the recordings in (C) and (D) were from
P19 slices.
induction via Ca21 influx through voltage-gated chan- microscopy. In addition, CFs show remarkable morpho-
logical plasticity in response to injury or genetic manipu-nels, occurring during the complex spike. The parallel
lation of Purkinje neurons (reviewed by Strata and Rossi,fibers release glutamate, which acts upon both mGluR1
1998). Therefore, we have recorded CF-evoked excit-and AMPA receptors. Subsequent to these initial sig-
atory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) using whole-cellnals, there is a requirement for PKC activation. NMDA
patch clamp recordings in a cerebellar slice preparationreceptor activation is not required for LTD induction,
to test the hypothesis that the CF synapse can expressconsistent with the observation that functional NMDA
LTD and to begin to define the molecular requirementsreceptor expression is downregulated in Purkinje neu-
for its induction.rons after the first week of postnatal life (Krupa and
CreÂ pel, 1990; Rosenmund et al., 1992). The involvement
Resultsof an NO/cGMP/PKG pathway in cerebellar LTD induc-
tion has also been suggested (reviewed by Linden and
Visualized whole-cell patch clamp recordings wereConnor, 1995; Daniel et al., 1998).
made from the somata of Purkinje neurons in cerebellar
While the prevailing dogma has been that CF±Purkinje
slices prepared from young rats (P14±P26). Extracellular
neuron synaptic strength is invariant, recent evidence stimulating electrodes were placed in the underlying
has caused us to reexamine this issue. Essentially, all granule cell layer to activate the CF, and in the molecular
of the signaling systems that we believe are necessary layer to activate parallel fibers (Figure 1A). The slices
for parallel fiber LTD are present at the CF synapse. were bathed in standard ACSF supplemented with 20
AMPARs and mGluR1 have been localized to the CF mM bicuculline to block GABAA receptors. Figure 1B
postsynaptic density by electron microscopy (Baude et illustrates a typical ªcomplex spikeº response to CF
al., 1994; Nusser et al., 1994; Landsend et al., 1997), stimulation recorded in current clamp mode. This re-
and P/Q-type voltage-gated Ca21 channels (Yokoyama sponse has components that are mediated by both syn-
et al., 1995) and PKC (Ase et al., 1988; Hashimoto et al., aptic conductances (AMPA receptors) and intrinsic con-
ductances (particularly voltage-gated Ca21 and Na11988) have been localized to the dendritic shaft by light
LTD of Climbing Fiber±Purkinje Cell Synapses
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Figure 2. CF Tetanization Induces Long-Term
Depression of CF EPSCs
(A) Time course of EPSC modifications under
control conditions (n 5 5) and after 5 Hz stim-
ulation for 30 s in current clamp mode, indi-
cated by a downward arrow (n 5 15). Each
test stimulus consisted of a pulse pair applied
with an interval of 50 ms. The traces above
show both EPSCs of a pair during the base-
line period and at t 5 40 min. In this and the
following figures, the traces represent aver-
ages of two to five sweeps. In the graphs
depicting the time course, each data point
represents the average of three successive
responses evoked at 0.05 Hz. Only the ampli-
tude of the first EPSC of a response pair is
shown.
(B) Paired-pulse depression ratio (EPSC
2/EPSC 1) from the LTD group shown above
(n 5 15).
(C) Time course of parallel fiber EPSCs mea-
sured in a subset of cells (n 5 9) of the CF
tetanized group shown in (A).
(D) Series and input resistance measure-
ments from the LTD group as shown above
were derived from a brief hyperpolarizing
pulse (10 mV, 40 ms, n 5 15). All data are
shown as mean 6 SEM.
channels; LlinaÂ s and Sugimori, 1980a, 1980b). In order recordings show an all-or-none response with a sharp
threshold indicating activation of a single CF. Only cellsto examine synaptic drive in isolation, several manipula-
that showed a single all-or-none step in the input±outputtions were performed. Recordings were made in voltage
relation were used, thereby excluding activation of par-clamp mode at a holding potential of 240 to 220 mV in
allel fibers or multiple CFs (Kano et al., 1995; De Zeeuworder to inactivate voltage-gated channels. In addition, a
et al., 1998a).Cs1-based internal saline was used to block some K1
Following baseline recording of CF EPSCs (test pulsechannels and thereby improve space clamp characteris-
frequency 5 0.05 Hz) in voltage clamp mode, LTD wastics. A current±voltage relation for the CF EPSC was
induced by switching to current clamp mode, passingconstructed (Figure 1C), which showed a roughly linear
small DC currents to move the cell to the range of 265slope and a reversal potential of 27 mV, similar to previ-
to 255 mV, and then stimulating at the test pulse inten-ous observations (Perkel et al., 1990; Llano et al., 1991).
sity for 30 s at 5 Hz (Figure 2A). This stimulation resultedWhile a holding potential of 240 to 220 mV would be
in intermittent complex spiking of the Purkinje neuronssufficient to inactivate voltage-gated Na1 and Ca21
that was phase matched to the CF stimulus. The numberchannels, it is possible that the CF EPSCs recorded
of spikes evoked by 150 CF stimuli ranged from 60 toat these potentials still may contain a component of
154 (118 6 10, mean 6 SEM, n 5 13). Subsequent returnvoltage-gated conductance. We have no independent
to voltage clamp mode revealed a depression that stabi-measure of the degree of attenuation of the holding
lized z10 min later and that persisted for the durationpotential at the dendritic locations where the CF syn-
of the experiment (79.6% 6 4.4% of baseline at t 5apses are received, and most voltage-gated K1 chan-
30±35 min, n 5 15). A control experiment in which the
nels are not inactivated at 220 mV. To assess the degree
recording mode was briefly switched to current clamp,
to which voltage-gated conductances might alter the but no stimulation was applied during this period, re-
CF EPSC, responses were measured with holding po- sulted in a persistent stable response (99.1% 6 2.5%
tentials of 140 and 240 mV (the latter representing the of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 5; Figure 2A).
most negative holding potential employed for EPSC Paired-pulse depression (PPD) is a form of short-term
measurements). These responses were then scaled to plasticity (Zucker, 1999) previously observed at the CF±
allow for a comparison of kinetics (Figure 1D). This Purkinje neuron synapse in which the second of two
shows that while the kinetics of the rising phase was pulses applied at intervals of ,5 s is attenuated. This
unaltered at these two holding potentials, the decay of phenomenon has been shown to be presynaptically me-
the CF EPSC was slowed at 140 mV. Therefore, mea- diated (Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Hashimoto and Kano,
surements of the rising phase of the CF EPSC are likely 1998; Silver et al., 1998), and thus changes in the degree
to solely reflect synaptic conductances. Consequently, of PPD have been suggested to reflect presynaptic alter-
all subsequent measures of the CF EPSC have employed ations. In this vein, it is noteworthy that the induction
fixed-cursor measurements within the rising phase. of CF LTD was not associated with a sustained alteration
For every experiment, an input±output relationship of PPD (0.68 6 0.04 at t 5 5±10 min, 0.69 6 0.04 at t 5
was established by systematically varying stimulus in- 30±35 min, n 5 15; Figures 2A and 2B). While this sug-
tensity and measuring the amplitude of the EPSC. Re- gests that the expression of CF LTD is not presynaptic,
it does not constitute definitive evidence on this point.cordings from five cells are shown in Figure 1E. These
Neuron
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Figure 4. LTD of Outward CF-Evoked EPSCsFigure 3. CF LTD Can Be Saturated
Time course of the amplitude of outward CF±induced responses inTime course of CF EPSCs after application of two tetanization peri-
Purkinje neurons in which the membrane potential was held at 17.5ods (as indicated by the downward arrows) that were separated by
to 115 mV during the test pulses (n 5 5).5 min (n 5 4 cells).
To examine this point, tetanic stimulation of the CF in
In a subset of CF LTD experiments, a separate parallel current clamp mode was applied twice with a 5 min
fiber input was stimulated with test pulses in an alternat- interval (Figure 3). This resulted in LTD (81.7% 6 2.7%
ing fashion. No parallel fiber pulses were delivered dur- of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 4) which was not
ing the current clamp induction phase. In these experi- significantly different from that induced by a single teta-
ments, parallel fiber EPSCs did not exhibit LTD following nization in age-matched cells as previously determined
tetanization of the CF (103.5% 6 5.0% of baseline at (76.8% 6 4.3% of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 10).
t 5 30±35 min, n 5 9; Figure 2C). The amplitude of Further experiments using a longer interval between te-
CF LTD recorded in those cells for which simultaneous tanic stimuli were not peformed, as a control experiment
monitoring of parallel fiber EPSCs was successful revealed that 25 min of whole-cell recording prior to
(81.6% 6 5.3% of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 9) was tetanization was sufficient to produce a significant at-
similar to that of the complete CF LTD group (79.6% 6 tenuation in the reliability and amplitude of subsequent
4.4% of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 15). Induction LTD induction (92.5% 6 6.3% of baseline at t 5 45±50
of LTD was not associated with significant alterations min, n 5 5).
of either series resistance (103.2% 6 1.6% of baseline Could LTD of the CF EPSC solely reflect changes in
at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 15; Figure 2D) or input resistance voltage-gated as opposed to synaptic conductances?
(98.5% 6 2.6% of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 15; While voltage-gated conductances do not appear to
Figure 2D). This, together with the stability of the parallel contribute to the rising phase of the CF EPSC recorded
fiber responses, indicates that CF LTD does not merely at a holding potential of 240 to 220 mV (Figure 1D), we
reflect a global alteration in properties of the Purkinje wished to provide a more direct test of this question.
neuron or the recording electrode. To do this, CF test pulses were applied at a holding
The CF LTD and associated experiments illustrated potential of 17.5 to 115 mV, resulting in CF-evoked
in Figure 2 were performed using slices from P14±P26 outward currents (Figure 4). This holding potential, even
rats. This time period spans the developmental interval if significantly degraded by space clamp error at the
in which multiple CF innervation of Purkinje neurons site of CF synapses in the Purkinje neuron dendrite,
is converted to single innervation, a process which is should be sufficient to completely inactivate voltage-
typically complete by P21 (CreÂ pel et al., 1976; Lohof et gated Na1 and Ca21 currents. When CF tetanization was
al., 1996). When the CF LTD group was subdivided applied in the usual manner, LTD of the reversed CF
based upon the age of the animal from which the slice EPSCs was observed (72.6% 6 5.8% of baseline at t 5
was derived, LTD in younger Purkinje neurons (P14±P17) 25±30 min, n 5 5), suggesting that sustained alterations
was somewhat smaller in amplitude (86.1% 6 4.6% of in postsynaptic voltage-gated channels are not required
baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 5) than LTD in older for the expression of CF LTD. The transient potentiation
Purkinje neurons (P18±P22, 76.8% 6 4.3% of baseline seen in the z5 min period following tetanization in cur-
at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 10). At P14±P17 multiple CF rent clamp mode reflects reequilibration of the Purkinje
elimination is not typically complete. In these, as in all neuron to the positive command potential.
other experiments, we used only Purkinje neurons that Several manipulations were performed to begin to
were innervated by a single CF. It is possible that the determine the intracellular signals required for CF LTD
degree of depression could be larger in multiply inner- induction. First, Purkinje neurons were loaded with the
vated cells. All subsequent experiments were performed Ca21 chelator BAPTA (20 mM), applied in the pipette
using slices from P18 or older rats. saline (Figure 5A). This treatment produced a complete
A hallmark of LTD at many synapses, and a point that blockade of LTD induction (101.6% 6 3.4% of baseline
distinguishes it from postsynaptic cell death or neuro- at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 6) indicating that, similar to parallel
transmitter depletion, is that LTD exhibits saturation fiber LTD (Sakurai, 1990; Konnerth et al., 1992), a post-
synaptic Ca21 transient is required. Second, a weak butupon repeated stimulation (Linden and Connor, 1995).
LTD of Climbing Fiber±Purkinje Cell Synapses
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Figure 6. LTD of CF EPSCs Recorded Using a K-Based Internal
Saline
Each point represents the mean 6 SEM of five cells. Representative
traces are from a single cell.
site of PKC (chelerythrine, 10 mM) was applied in the
bath starting 15 min before tetanization and remaining
throughout the experiment (Figure 5C). This drug also pro-
duced a complete blockade of LTD induction (99.3% 6
2.5% of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 5), indicating a
requirement for this enzyme, and once again suggesting
an induction mechanism similar to that reported for par-
allel fiber LTD (CreÂ pel and Krupa, 1988; Linden and Con-
nor, 1991; Hartell, 1994). None of these three pharmaco-
logical manipulations that blocked LTD induction
produced a significant alteration in the spiking behavior
observed during the CF tetanization in current clamp
mode when compared with the control group (p . 0.20
for all by Mann-Whitney U test).
Does LTD of the CF EPSC affect the generation of
Figure 5. Analysis of Intracellular Signals Required for CF LTD In-
complex spikes? We have begun to address this pointduction
through CF LTD experiments in which complex spikes(A) Time course of EPSC amplitudes in Purkinje neurons loaded
rather than EPSCs were used as the test stimulus. Acti-with the Ca21 chelator BAPTA (20 mM) in the internal saline (n 5 6).
vation of the CF±Purkinje neuron synapse typically pro-The traces show the first EPSC evoked by a pulse pair.
(B) Time course of EPSC amplitudes in the presence of the group duces a complex spike associated with both Na1 (Las-
1 mGluR antagonist AIDA (1 mM), which was applied in the bath at ser-Ross and Ross, 1992; Callaway and Ross, 1997) and
the time indicated by the horizontal bar (n 5 6). Ca21 influx (Ross and Werman, 1987; KnoÈ pfel et al.,
(C) Time course of EPSC amplitudes in the presence of the bath- 1991; Konnerth et al., 1992; Miyakawa et al., 1992). CF
applied PKC inhibitor chelerythrine (10 mM, n 5 5).
activation results in a brief acceleration of the Purkinje
neuron axonal firing rate followed by a pause (typically
100±300 ms) which is thought to result in part from Ca21
selective antagonist of group 1 mGluRs (AIDA, 1 mM; accumulation in the Purkinje neuron dendrite and conse-
Pellicciari et al., 1995) was applied externally for 15 min quent activation of Ca21-sensitive K1 channels (re-
before CF tetanization and was maintained in the bath viewed by Simpson et al., 1996).
for an additional 5 min afterward (Figure 5B). This also To record complex spikes, test pulses were delivered
produced a complete blockade of LTD induction to cells that were perfused with a K1-based internal
(98.3% 6 2.6% of baseline at t 5 30±35 min, n 5 6). In a saline and monitored in current clamp mode. Thus, it
separate set of experiments, AIDA (1 mM) applied without became necessary to determine whether LTD of CF-
synaptic tetanization did not produce any significant alter- evoked EPSCs observed with a K1-based internal saline
ation in CF EPSCs (95.4% 6 1.0% of baseline at t 5 20±25 was of similar amplitude and duration to that previously
min, n 5 3). These results indicate that activation of examined with a Cs1-based internal saline. A set of
group 1 mGluRs is required for CF LTD induction, as experiments addressing this issue showed that the am-
previously reported for parallel fiber LTD (Kano and plitude and duration of LTD was indeed similar (78.6% 6
Kato, 1987; Linden et al., 1991). In the Purkinje neuron, 3.4% of baseline at t 5 25±30 min, n 5 5; Figure 6). This
the relevant group 1 mGluR is likely to be mGluR1 (Aiba suggests that induction of CF LTD does not require
et al., 1994; Conquet et al., 1994; Shigemoto et al., 1994). the artificial blockade of K1 channels that results from
perfusion with Cs1-based salines.Finally, a membrane-permeant inhibitor of the catalytic
Neuron
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Figure 7. Tetanic Stimulation of CF±Purkinje
Neuron Synapses Is Associated with an Alter-
ation of the Complex Spike Waveform
(A) Representative single traces are shown
for a control cell that received test stimuli at
0.05 Hz. The initial rapid depolarizing compo-
nent (spike 1) is followed by subsequent
smaller and broader depolarizing peaks
(spikes 2, 3, etc.).
(B) Representative single traces are shown
for a cell that received a tetanus (5 Hz, 30 s)
at t 5 5 min.
(C±E) Time course of complex spike alter-
ations as measured using the peaks of the
first three depolarizing components under
control conditions (n 5 4) and after 5 Hz stim-
ulation for 30 s, indicated by a downward
arrow (n 5 5). In the graphs depicting the
time course, each data point represents the
average of five successive responses evoked
at 0.05 Hz.
(F) Membrane potential and input resistance
measurements from the tetanized and control
group as shown above.
Complex spikes are multicomponent waveforms that was small and inconsistent (95.3% 6 2.6% of baseline,
at t 5 25±30 min, n 5 5). Thus, the induction of CF LTDshow a certain degree of variation from cell to cell. In
addition, pulse-to-pulse variation may be seen in individ- is associated with a significant alteration of at least one
aspect of the complex spike waveform. This alterationual cells. This is not surprising, given that this waveform
represents the interaction of multiple conductances was not accompanied by significant changes in resting
membrane potential (259.1 6 0.9 mV at t 5 0±5 min,gated by both ligand and voltage. Fortunately, in spite
of this degree of variation, it was possible to measure 257.0 6 1.0 mV at t 5 25±30 min, n 5 5) or Rinput
(101.2% 6 1.8% of baseline at t 5 25±30 min, n 5 5).components of the complex spike response that are
relatively stable over a 30 min recording period. These
include the peak of the initial rapid spike component, Discussion
which has classically been attributed to activation of
axosomatic voltage-gated Na1 channels, as well as the The main finding of these experiments is that the CF±
Purkinje neuron synapse can express homosynapticpeaks of subsequent smaller and broader spikes, which
have been attributed to activation of voltage-gated Ca21 LTD following brief tetanic stimulation at 5 Hz. CF LTD
was not associated with changes in input or series resis-channels (Figure 7). Following tetanization, we observed
no significant change in the initial Na1 spike component tance or alterations in the strength of parallel fiber syn-
apses. Furthermore, this phenomenon exhibited satura-(96.2% 6 1.4% of baseline at t 5 25±30 min, n 5 5),
but we did observe a decrease in the amplitude of the tion with repeated tetanic stimulation. Taken together,
these findings argue that CF LTD is a physiologicalsecond spike that was consistent across the population
of five cells recorded (77.8% 6 3.6% of baseline at t 5 rather than a pathological phenomenon. The induction
of CF LTD was associated with a decrease in the second25±30 min, n 5 5). The third depolarizing component
showed a greater degree of baseline variability, and depolarizing peak of complex spike waveforms as re-
corded in current clamp mode. Thus, classic models ofattenuation of this component by tetanic stimulation
LTD of Climbing Fiber±Purkinje Cell Synapses
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cerebellar network function, which have assumed an Purkinje neuron synapse may be persistently attenuated
in a use-dependent fashion. It is worthwhile to note thatinvariant CF synapse (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Ito, 1984;
Simpson et al., 1996), should be extended to incorporate while the stimulation frequency used for LTD induction, 5
Hz, is well matched to the upper limit for firing frequencyCF LTD.
While the experiments on EPSCs were conducted in recording in the intact cerebellum, the 30 s duration is
not. CFs in behaving animals typically fire bursts of twovoltage clamp mode, the Purkinje neuron dendrite is
elaborate and contains voltage-gated channels at high to six action potentials. An important line of future inves-
tigation will be to apply stimulus protocols to CF±density, raising the possibility that alterations in den-
dritic excitability could attenuate CF EPSCs and thereby Purkinje neuron synapses in a slice preparation con-
sisting of natural CF firing patterns recorded in behavingunderlie the expression of CF LTD. To begin to address
this issue, it was shown that CF LTD could also be animals in order to determine if LTD may be induced.
What might be the consequences of CF LTD for cere-detected using outward CF EPSCs recorded at a holding
potential of 17.5 to 115 mV, at which voltage-gated bellar function? Perhaps, due to a high safety factor for
evoking complex spikes, the 20% attenuation of EPSCNa1 and Ca21 currents should be completely inacti-
vated. While this experiment suggests that CF LTD rep- amplitude produced by CF LTD is of no relevance for
cerebellar function and is merely an ªevolutionary by-resents a true change in synaptic strength, it does not
exclude the possibility that CF tetanization might also productº of the biochemical mechanisms used for paral-
lel fiber LTD. However, we have shown that tetanizationproduce alterations in dendritic excitability in current-
clamped cells. of CF±Purkinje neuron synapses results in a sustained
alteration of the complex spike waveform. While tetanicAn initial screen of second messengers required for
CF LTD induction showed that this process could be stimulation of the CF input did not significantly alter the
first depolarizing component (thought to be mediatedcompletely blocked by a postsynaptic Ca21 chelator
(BAPTA, 20 mM), or bath application of either an mGluR1 by voltage-gated Na1 channels), it was associated with a
22.2% decrease in the second depolarizing componentantagonist (AIDA, 1 mM) or a PKC inhibitor (cheler-
ythrine, 10 mM). Strikingly, these are all signals that have (thought to be mediated by voltage-gated Ca21 chan-
nels). It is important to note that while tetanic stimulationbeen implicated in parallel fiber LTD induction (reviewed
by Linden and Connor, 1995; Daniel et al., 1998). These produced both LTD of EPSCs measured in voltage
clamp mode, and attenuation of the second depolarizingfindings raise an important caveat for experiments in
which behavioral analysis has been coupled with ge- component of the complex spike waveform measured
in current clamp mode, it is unclear whether LTD of thenetic manipulations designed to block parallel fiber LTD
(Aiba et al., 1994; Conquet et al., 1994; De Zeeuw et EPSCs is the sole factor underlying the alteration of
the complex spikes. It is possible that tetanization of theal., 1998a). Clearly, manipulations that impinge upon
Purkinje neuron dendritic Ca21 transients, mGluR1 acti- CF also produces sustained alterations in the intrinsic
excitability of the Purkinje neuron, as has been pre-vation, or PKC activation would be expected to attenu-
ate LTD at both parallel fiber and CF synapses, poten- viously observed in cerebellar deep nuclear neurons
(Aizenman and Linden, 2000).tially complicating the interpretation of behavioral data.
Interestingly, there are signals which have been sug- Thus, one general consequence of CF LTD might be
to alter Purkinje neuron throughput as evidenced in thegested to be necessary for parallel fiber LTD induction
that are not present in CF synapses. For example, it probability of spike firing in the Purkinje neuron axon
and/or the subsequent pause. In addition, CF LTD couldhas been claimed that influx of Ca21 into parallel fiber
terminals activates the Ca21/calmodulin-sensitive en- influence cerebellar network function through modula-
tion of dendritic integration and heterosynaptic pro-zyme, neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS), resulting
in production of NO that then diffuses in an anterograde cesses. Activation of the CF synapse results in a large
dendritic Ca21 transient (Ross and Werman, 1987; KnoÈ p-fashion to activate soluble guanylyl cyclase in Purkinje
neurons as a critical step in LTD induction (Lev-Ram et fel et al., 1991; Konnerth et al., 1992; Miyakawa et al.,
1992), which is likely to be attenuated as a consequenceal., 1995, 1997). While nNOS is abundant in parallel fi-
bers, it is completely absent in both CFs and Purkinje of CF LTD. This Ca21 transient can have several impor-
tant effects. It can briefly modulate dendritic excitabilityneurons (Bredt et al., 1990; Vincent and Kimura, 1992;
Ikeda et al., 1993), making it unlikely that it directly con- through effects on ion channels such as Ca21-depen-
dent K1 channels as well as other electrogenic proteinstributes to CF LTD. Another molecule that has been
implicated in parallel fiber LTD is the ªorphanº glutamate such as the Na1/Ca21 exchanger. In addition, CF-evoked
Ca21 transients have been shown to be critical for induc-receptor subunit GluRd2. While suppression of GluRd2
by gene knockout or antisense mRNA application has tion of parallel fiber LTD (Sakurai, 1990; Konnerth et
al., 1992), short-term potentiation of mGluR-mediatedbeen shown to suppress parallel fiber LTD (Hirano et
al., 1994, 1995; Kashiwabuchi et al., 1995; Jeromin et responses at the parallel fiber synapses (Batchelor and
Garthwaite, 1997), and LTP of GABAergic interneuron±al., 1996), the mechanisms underlying this effect remain
unknown. While GluRd2 is present at parallel fiber syn- Purkinje neuron synapses (Kano et al., 1992). It should
be mentioned that CF LTD-evoked changes in Purkinjeapses throughout postnatal life, it is expressed at CF
synapses early in development, but is downregulated neuron throughput and heterosynaptic/integrative pro-
cesses need not be mutually exclusive. Attenuation ofafter P14 in the rat (Landsend et al., 1997; Zhao et al.,
1998). The observation herein, that CF LTD may be ob- the CF-evoked Ca21 transient might also function as
a neuroprotective mechanism to delimit Ca21-triggeredserved in slices derived from P18±P22 rats, indicates
that GluRd2 is not required for CF LTD induction. neurodegenerative events. Such a function, which has
been suggested for parallel fiber LTD (De Schutter, 1995;This study has shown that the strength of the CF±
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6, and 7), the solution contained (in mM): 9 KCl, 10 KOH, 120 K1LlinaÂ s et al., 1997), is potentially even more relevant for
gluconate, 3.48 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 4 NaCl, 4 Na2ATP, 0.4 Na3GTP,the CF, which imposes a much larger Ca21 load.
and 17.5 sucrose (pH 7.25). For experiments in which bis(2-amino-As previously mentioned, CF±Purkinje neuron syn-
phenoxy)ethane-N,N,N9,N9-tetraacetate (BAPTA) was added to re-
apses undergo a remarkable developmental maturation duce rises in [Ca21]i, the solution contained: 75 CsOH, 58 gluconic
in which multiple innervation of Purkinje neurons is con- acid, 4 NaOH, 10 CsCl, 2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 4 Na2ATP, 0.4 Na3GTP,
30 sucrose, 2 CaCl2 and 20 Cs4 BAPTA (pH 7.25). All drugs wereverted to single innervation. Interestingly, mutant mice
purchased from Sigma, except for Cs4 BAPTA (Molecular Probes),which lack components of an mGluR1 signaling path-
bicuculline methiodide (RBI), (RS)-1-aminoindan-1,5-dicarboxylicway (mGluR1, Gaq, phospholipase Cb4, and PKCg)
acid (AIDA; Tocris) and chelerythrine (RBI). Before seal formation,show persistent multiple CF innervation (Kano et al.,
the liquid junction potential was compensated using standard pro-
1995, 1997, 1998; Offermanns et al., 1997). In addition, cedures. Currents were filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 20 kHz, and
a transgenic mouse in which a PKC inhibitor peptide is acquired using Axodata software. For extracellular stimulation, stan-
dard patch pipettes were used that were filled with external saline.selectively expressed in Purkinje neurons also shows
CFs were stimulated in the granule cell layer and parallel fibers inpersistent multiple CF innervation, indicating that this
the molecular layer. Test responses were evoked at a frequency ofsignaling cascade is occurring within the Purkinje neu-
0.05 Hz using z3 mA pulses that were applied for 500 ms. Only cellsron (De Zeeuw et al., 1998a). One model has proposed
that were innervated by a single CF input, as indicated by a single
that this mGluR1 signaling cascade is driven by parallel step in the CF input±output relation, were used. To monitor changes
fiber activation and exerts a heterosynaptic effect on in synaptic gain, EPSC amplitudes were measured at a constant
time point during their rising phase, chosen for each cell to minimizethe CF synapses (Kano et al., 1998). In the present study,
contamination by the stimulus artifact (early in the rising phase)we have found that mGluR1/PKC-dependent LTD oc-
and voltage-dependent conductances (near the peak). Cells werecurs at CF synapses over a range of ages that includes
excluded from the study if series resistance and input resistancethe period of developmental elimination. Thus, CF LTD
varied by .15% over the course of the experiment. All group data
may contribute to this pruning process. are shown as mean 6 SEM.
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